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Getting to know Zoom

Mute

Video

Chat

Participants

Breakout rooms



Getting to know Zoom

Screen Share

Speaker view

Participant view

Recording

https://youtu.be/S19x9SjsdIo



Introductions



Boring fact

Interesting fact



Background



TRAINING 
OVERVIEW

(Module 1)
Understand the Values Associated with Coworking 
/ Role of the Community builder and staff in a 
coworking environment. 
Sharing economy 

(Module 2)
Understand the values associated with 
Coworking/Role of the Community builder and staff 
in a coworking environment Membership 
Management - Tools to help you create and promote 
the community and the space

(Module 3) 
Animation of the Community - Tools to facilitate 
interactions between the community and to 
encourage collaborations  and connections

(Module 4) 
Space Management (Best Practice). 
 Animation of the Territory
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By the end of 
this session you 
will have had 
the opportunity 
to:

Space/ Service Management (Best Practice).  
Animation of the Territory

Recap on previous training modules

Understand how your physical space supports and 
contributes to your CoWorking community

Understand the concept of an extended network and the 
toolbox for territory animation beyond the space



Who are your community?  (Module 2)

Who could make up 
your community?
● Start-up/ Entrepreneurs

● Freelancers

● Small/ Microbusinesses

● Remote workers

● Home workers

● Academics

● Occasional Workers

● Returning diaspora

● Tourists/ visitors

Will every co-working community be 
the same? Why might it differ?

● Location / local demand

● Funding – your organisation may have 
funding tied to a certain type of activity

● Your organisation’s mission/ values

● The founding members of the community may 
set the tone for who joins it

● The facilities you have may determine the 
community e.g. broadband speed

• The differences aren’t fundamentally important for the training in this module. But it helps 
to understand that not all communities are the same, or have the same values/ priorities/ 
needs
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What do our customers need? - 
“What’s in it for me?”   (Module 1)

A PLACE THAT WORKS AND THEY ARE PLEASED TO PHYSICALLY BE IN

COMMUNITY Not feeling isolated, a sense of belonging, meeting like minded 

people

COLLABORATION/ 

NETWORKS

Ability to connect socially and professionally with people who 

may be of interest socially or professionally

SUSTAINABILITY Environmental, Economic, Social

OPENNESS Trust - allows for knowledge exchange, collaboration, innovation.  

Also need information, advice, signposting

ACCESSIBILITY

CONVENIENCE 

Close to school? easier than setting up a home office? 

Connectivity - broadband, phones

Easy in and out leases. Flexible arrangements

Why choose our desk over - your own kitchen, a cafe/hotel,  any other space?



Surveys support the benefits

A 2011 Deskmag survey of more than 1,500 coworkers in 52 countries 

supported her findings:

● 75% reported an increase in productivity since joining their space

● 80% reported an increase in the size of their business network

● 92% reported an increase in the size of their social circle

● 86% reported a decrease in their sense of isolation

● 83% reported that they trusted others in their coworking space

Harvard Business Review. 

https://hbr.org/2014/10/workspaces-that-move-people





Wisdom from 
Seth Godin,
Marketing Guru
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Marketing is a 
contest for 

people’s 
attention

It’s easier to 
love a brand 

when the brand 
loves you back

Marketing is no 
longer about the 

stuff that you 
make but about 
the stories you 

tell



“Great design is storytelling at its finest; 
it is insightful, sincere and evokes 
emotion and change. 

Design is at the centre of the user 
experience and it is the designer’s 
responsibility to make the experience 
remarkable for both the client and their 
audience”     

Jim Antonopolous



Why do we want to manage the space?

As CoWorking centres and communities 
what do we want the design of our space to 
community?

What story should it tell to the user?



Why do we want to manage the space?

It should tell the user: You are important.  You are the reason why we are here.

To create community

To encourage collaboration

To foster networks

To meet the needs of our individual users

Ultimately - to grow our community so that they see the benefits of using the space

To earn revenue





Group whiteboard

Think about a space 
you are comfortable in 
- what makes you feel 
comfortable?



Group whiteboard

Think about a space 
where you have felt 
uncomfortable - what 
made you feel 
uncomfortable?



We need to design our 
space according to what 
our customers need



Design thinking for our customer journey

Journey 1

Walk In

Journey 2

Pre-book/ 

advance enquiry



This is Siobhan

She just walked the front 
door of your building

She has stepped inside, 
closed the door behind 
her, and we’ve pressed 
pause

Type your answer in the 
chat function but don’t 
press ‘enter’ until I tell you 
to

What is she thinking?



This is Siobhan

She just walked the front 
door of your building

She has stepped inside, 
closed the door behind 
her, and we’ve pressed 
pause

Did I lock the car?

Where do I go now?

I hope this is easy.

Did Sean put his lunchbox 
in his bag?

Where’s my phone?

What time is it? I need to 
get Zoom open for my 
meeting in 10 minutes.

God, I hope this is easy.

What is she thinking?



What does she need the 
space to be?



What does she need the space to be?

WORK FOCUSSED - EASY - NO HASSLE

Easy to find reception - welcoming - warm!  First impression of the building is a bit like first 

impression of a person.

Easy to set up at desk - empty desktop, working chair, any cables, easy to reach plug sockets, 

desk lamp, heater/ fan, bin?

Where does she put her bag, coat?

Privacy?  Are there break out spaces she can use?

How to get in touch with someone if she has an issue

Maybe a buddy in the space? 

Guideline on how to use the space - phone calls, meetings - break out areas.



This is Anthony

He’s been in the building 
for 90 minutes and has 
just finished his first online 
meeting.  He leans back in 
his chair and we press 
pause

Type your answer in the 
chat function but don’t 
press ‘enter’ until I tell you 
to

What is he thinking?



This is Anthony

He’s been in the building 
for 90 minutes and has 
just finished his first online 
meeting.  He leans back in 
his chair and we press 
pause

Thank god that’s over!

Look at this to do list!!!!

I need a coffee

Did Sean but his lunchbox 
in his bag?

Where’s the bathroom?

Is there anyone I can chat 
to and take a break?

Damn - I’ve left my phone 
charger at home

Uhhh… what’s ok to do ?
What is he thinking?



What does he need the 
space to be?



What does he need the space to be?

COMMUNITY - EASY TO FIND HIS OWN WAY ABOUT - RELAXED - FRIENDLY

Places and spaces easy to find and understand their use  e.g  signposted kitchen, toilets.  Break 

out areas clearly signed as avaialbe for use

A kitchen that’s easy to navigate - what’s free? What can I use?  How does the coffee machine 

work? t  What do I do with dirty dishes?  Are there Covid protocols?

Is there a place where I can bump into others for a coffee/ chat?

Where do i put my rubbish?



What does he need the space to be?

OR!!!

He has 5 mins before he needs to get on his next meeting - he needs to find the toilets fast and 

grab a coffee.  No time to chat.

FOCUSSED- EASY TO FIND HIS OWN WAY ABOUT - RELAXED - FRIENDLY

Places and spaces easy to find and understand their use  e.g  signposted kitchen, toilets.  Break 

out areas clearly signed as avaialbe for use

A kitchen that’s easy to navigate - what’s free? What can I use?  How does the coffee machine 

work? t  What do I do with dirty dishes?  Are there Covid protocols?

Where do i put my rubbish?



Everyone has different needs



Different needs

We tend to design our spaces for neurotypical and able bodied individuals and 

groups.

CoWorking spaces need to be inclusive and their design needs to take this in mind.

What should be considered?  What non-conventional needs may there be?

Group discussion



What do they need the space to be?

Easy to navigate - partially sighted, physically challenged

Hearing loops 

Navigation and signs that are easy for people who are colour blind

Quiet zones

Information available in different formats e.g. audio vs reading

Standing desks

A private space to express milk

Prayer room                      Separate food preparation areas



Hygiene factors can be dividing factors

- Heat - the right temperature and temperature zoning

- Light - brightness and type of overhead light - ability to adjust light - person 

preference - creativity

- Noise - too noisy / too quiet

- Disruption - graveyard vs bus station

- Plants - bringing nature inside





SWOT for your space

Strengths Weakness

Opportunity Threat



Break out room - 10 
mins



Community Builder

Building a trust relationship

Being the go-to person

Proactiving acting on behalf of your CoWorker

- Have a look at the Job Description



Customer journey - Inside the space

1. Meet their needs. Help them feel comfortable

2. Encourage / foster the behaviours we want

Sometimes we need to draw people into the benefits of 
CoWorking…  The space is one of the tools we need to use to 
help us



Physical Strategies

1. Collision points

2. Places to learn about each other

3. Places to meet and talk to each other

4. Managing the desk allocation



1. Collision Points

1. Small corridors/ stairways

2. Toilets

3. Printer

4. Kitchen

5. Reception

6. Smokers?

7. Outside meeting points

Case Study - The AA



Kitchens

1. Kitchens - mugs, who takes their coffee/ how

2. A great coffee machine

3. Free tea and coffee - and not just the cheap stuff



Places to learn about each other

1. Introduction walls - Welsh Ice, Schools

2. A shared TV

3. Brochures on canteen tables

4. Shared blackboard

5. Notice Board - and manage it



Places to meet and talk to each other

1. Canteens

2. High benches

3. Sofas

4. Reception

5. Outside seating

6. A place to eat lunch - and you aren’t allowed to eat at your desk

7. Conversation starters on the walls - question of the week







Manage desk allocation

1. Put people beside each other who may have common interests

2. Use a buddy system - have an ‘ask me anything’ sign that experienced 

community members can put on the wall over their desk

3. Have talk/ don’t talk signposts on desks or have designated don’t talk desks/ 

rooms

4. Introduce people when you bring them into a room with others



Territory Animation

Huh?!



It’s about communication

● Letting people know where you are and what you do

● Gain champions

● Reach your market

● Identify partners

Let’s hear from the Community Builders



Where is your your territory?

Space Users

Local partners

Statutory Bodies

- Regional e.g. 

WDC

- National

Tourists

Diaspora

CoLabora network



By the end of 
this session you 
will have had 
the opportunity 
to:

Space/ Service Management (Best Practice).  
Animation of the Territory

Recap on previous training modules

Understand how your physical space supports and 
contributes to your CoWorking community

Understand the concept of an extended network and the 
toolbox for territory animation beyond the space



5  Thank you and 
feedback


